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On Oct. 3, the Bolivian government formally requested that the headquarters of the UN Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) be moved from Santiago, Chile, to
another city in the region. La Paz claims that Santiago no longer displays the level of impartiality
necessary to serve as the site of ECLAC's principal headquarters. Following a verbal announcement,
Bolivian Foreign Minister Guillermo Bedregal dispatched a letter to UN Secretary General Javier
Perez de Cuellar. In the letter, Bedregal said that the Chilean government has demonstrated a lack
of impartiality in its systematic refusal to permit the normal "development of different Bolivian
delegations who must attend the Commission's numerous events." Consequently, the ECLAC
headquarters should be moved to another city. The minister's letter mentioned an incident last week
as an example of the Chilean government's behavior. The Chilean authorities refused to grant a visa
to a Bolivian deputy minister requested in order to attend an ECLAC meeting in Santiago on the
region's drug trafficking problem. The Chilean government later revoked its refusal to grant the visa
after Perez de Cuellar personally intervened. Bedregal said that his government cannot and must
not be forced to appeal to the secretary general in the future for visas or for Bolivian government
officials to receive courteous and respectful treatment by the Chilean authorities. (Basic data from
AP, 10/03/87)
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